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DXN Ltd
Modules sales gathering momentum
DXN Ltd (ASX:DXN) is a vertically integrated prefabricated modular data centre business
with manufacturing facilities in Perth and its own data centre, SYD01, at Sydney Olympic
Park in Sydney. The company has secured a $714,000 contract for another three
modular cable landing stations with Telecommunication Tokelau Corporation (Teletok).
DXN will design, build and install three pre-fabricated modular terrestrial cable landing
stations for the islands of Fakaofo, Nukunono and Atafu which will deliver high speed
broadband to the island nation of Tokelau. The contract brings the total number of cable
landing stations being built by DXN for the Pacific Islands in the past six months, to ten.
The contract also follows DXN’s recent announcement that it will acquire the assets and
revenues of TasmaNet’s DC3 in Hobart for $2.7m, a deal which is being funded by a fully
underwritten $6m non-renounceable rights issue at $0.04/share). The rights issue closes
on March 13. Our forecasts are under review following the acquisition, rights issue and
the company’s recent interim result.
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Share price performance (12-months)

Upside Case

Business model
DXN Ltd designs, builds, owns and operates data centres. The company achieved an
industry first to become the first modular data centre developer to receive both Uptime
Institute Tier-Ready III and Tier-Ready IV design review awards. DXN owns its own
modular co-location data centre, SYD-01, in leased premises at Sydney Olympic Park
which is being expanded to 800kW capacity from its initial 400kW (1.0MW core
supporting infrastructure. The company utilised its established engineering and
manufacturing facility in Perth to deliver custom-designed, inhouse data centre
infrastructure. Its strategy is to build capacity in stages and gradually installing 5MW or
725 racks as demand fills existing infrastructure. This enables DXN to maintain a capital
light model compared to traditional DCs which build greater capacity upfront. Revenue is
being generated from manufacturing data centre modules for third parties, operating
and renting rack space in its co-location data centre and from software licence fees for
its monitoring, management and access control system.

Edge Infrastructure and Manufacturing facility in
Perth assists in early cashflows and has capacity
to meet both internal and external customer
demand
Capital light compared to traditional data centre
operators as building 1MW at a time
Modularised and smaller data centres will be
critical to 5G mobile and the Internet of Things
Downside Case
Small player in a market dominated by global
players with deep pockets
Significant data centre capacity currently in the
market
Growth of mature centres reverts to CPI

H1 FY20 result takeaways
DXN reported a net loss of $6.11m for H1FY20 which included a $1.97m impairment on
its leases under the new AASB 16 accounting standard for leases. The underlying EBITDA
loss was $3.1m, compared with an EBITDA loss of $2.7m a year before and our forecast
for an operating loss of $2.7m. Sales revenue for the period was $2.5m and mostly
derived from DXN Modules. This was an increase of 90% on the previous corresponding
period. We had forecast $4.6m in sales for the half including $0.5m in sales from Syd-01.
We see the difference in reported sales to our forecasts as a timing issue and are pleased
to see the momentum that the company is gaining in its Modules division. Total revenue
for the half was $3.4m and included an R&D grant of $0.92m.

Forecasts under review
We are in the process of reviewing our forecasts for the recent acquisition of DC3 and
the emergence of DXN’s regional Edge data centre strategy, the current rights issue and
DXN’s interim results.

Catalysts
Additional contract wins for DXN Modules
Contracted sales at SYD-01
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About Us
BR Securities Australia Pty Ltd (BR) is the holder of Australian Financial Services License (“AFSL”) number 456663. RaaS Advisory Pty Ltd
(RaaS) is an Authorised Representative (number 1248415) of BR.
This Financial Service Guide (FSG) is designed to assist you in deciding whether to use RaaS’s services and includes such things as
-

who we are
our services
how we transact with you
how we are paid, and
complaint processes

Contact Details, BR and RaaS
BR Head Office: Level 14, 344 Queen Street, Brisbane, QLD, 4000
RaaS. 20 Halls Road Arcadia, NSW 2159
P: +61 414 354712
E: finola.burke@raasgroup.com
RaaS is the entity providing the authorised AFSL services to you as a retail or wholesale client.
What Financial Services are we authorised to provide? RaaS is authorised to
provide general advice to retail and wholesale clients in relation to
Securities
deal on behalf of retail and wholesale clients in relation to
Securities
The distribution of this FSG by RaaS is authorized by BR.
-

Our general advice service
Please note that any advice given by RaaS is general advice, as the information or advice given will not take into account your particular
objectives, financial situation or needs. You should, before acting on the advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice, having regard
to your objectives, financial situation and needs. If our advice relates to the acquisition, or possible acquisition, of a particular financial
product you should read any relevant Prospectus, Product Disclosure Statement or like instrument. As we only provide general advice we
will not be providing a Statement of Advice. We will provide you with recommendations on securities
Our dealing service
RaaS can arrange for you to invest in securities issued under a prospectus by firstly sending you the offer document and then assisting
you fill out the application form if needed.
How are we paid?
RaaS earns fees for producing research reports. Sometimes these fees are from companies for producing research reports and/or a
financial model. When the fee is derived from a company, this is clearly highlighted on the front page of the report and in the disclaimers
and disclosures section of the report.
We may also receive a fee for our dealing service, from the company issuing the securities.
Associations and Relationships
BR, RaaS, its directors and related parties have no associations or relationships with any product issuers other than when advising retail
clients to invest in managed funds when the managers of these funds may also be clients of BR. RaaS’s representatives may from time to
time deal in or otherwise have a financial interest in financial products recommended to you but any material ownership will be disclosed
to you when relevant advice is provided.
Complaints
If you have a complaint about our service you should contact your representative and tell them about your complaint. The representative
will follow BR’s internal dispute resolution policy, which includes sending you a copy of the policy when required to. If you aren’t satisfied
with an outcome, you may contact AFCA, see below.
BR is a member of the Australian Financial Complaints Authority (AFCA). AFCA provide fair and independent financial services complaint
resolution that is free to consumers.
Website: www.afca.org.au; Email: info@afca.org.au; Telephone: 1800931678 (free call)
In writing to: Australian Financial Complaints Authority, GPO Box 3, Melbourne, VIC, 3001.
Professional Indemnity Insurance
BR has in place Professional Indemnity Insurance which satisfies the requirements for compensation under s912B of the Corporations Act
and that covers our authorized representatives.

DISCLAIMERS and DISCLOSURES
This report has been commissioned by DXN Ltd prepared and issued by RaaS Advisory Pty Ltd. RaaS Advisory has been paid a fee to
prepare this report. RaaS Advisory’s principals, employees and associates may hold shares in companies that are covered and, if so, this
will be clearly stated on the front page of each report. This research is issued in Australia by RaaS Advisory and any access to it should be
read in conjunction with the Financial Services Guide on the preceding two pages. All information used in the publication of this report has
been compiled from publicly available sources that are believed to be reliable. Opinions contained in this report represent those of the
principals of RaaS Advisory at the time of publication. RaaS Advisory provides this financial advice as an honest and reasonable opinion
held at a point in time about an investment’s risk profile and merit and the information is provided by the RaaS Advisory in good faith. The
views of the adviser(s) do not necessarily reflect the views of the AFS Licensee. RaaS Advisory has no obligation to update the opinion
unless RaaS Advisory is currently contracted to provide such an updated opinion. RaaS Advisory does not warrant the accuracy of any
information it sources from others. All statements as to future matters are not guaranteed to be accurate and any statements as to past
performance do not represent future performance.

Assessment of risk can be subjective. Portfolios of equity investments need to be well diversified and the risk appropriate for the investor.
Equity investments in listed or unlisted companies yet to achieve a profit or with an equity value less than $50 million should collectively
be a small component of a balanced portfolio, with smaller individual investment sizes than otherwise. Investors are responsible for their
own investment decisions, unless a contract stipulates otherwise. RaaS Advisory does not stand behind the capital value or performance
of any investment. Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be excluded, RaaS Advisory shall not be liable for any errors,
omissions, defects or misrepresentations in the information (including by reasons of negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise) or
for any loss or damage (whether direct or indirect) suffered by persons who use or rely on the information. If any law prohibits the
exclusion of such liability, RaaS Advisory limits its liability to the re-supply of the Information, provided that such limitation is permitted by
law and is fair and reasonable. Copyright 2020 RaaS Advisory Pty Ltd (A.B.N. 99 614 783 363). All rights reserved.

